
The merchants represented below all “make a resolution” to contribute to 

a real Happy New Year with unprecedented service value and merchandise 
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We help you remember the Past; remember us in the Future. 

Everything in the Photographic line. 

O’Neill Photo Co. 
O’Neill, Nebraska 
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THE most extravagant optimist is a mere miser as compared 
with our prodigality in good wishes for your health, pleasure 
and prosperity throughout 1930. 

Hull’s Sanitary Dairy 
Phone 84. 
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TIME sounds another clarion note signalling those workers in 
the shops of Destiny to pause a bit in the passing of 1929. It is 
our wish that when Fate resumes its artifice for 1930 it will 
mould for all of you such gladsome products as health, happi- 
ness and prosperity. 

Fern Cafe 
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MAY all the days be fair ones; may every balmy breeze bring 

you joy and every tide come to you at flood time with a wealth 

of prosperity is our wish to you for 1930. 

O’Neill Confectionery 

MAY 1930 be a friendly year—gracious in its bestowal of bless- 

ings, generous in its awards of prosperity Ls the wish we desire 

to convey to all our friends and patrons. 

Chapman Style Shop 
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MAY your every dream and desire for the New' A ear find 
abundant realization in the hope and greeting we desire to ex- 

tend to each and every one of our friends, patrons and fellow 
citizens of this community. 

O. F. Biglin 
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MAY your happiness and prosperity of 1930 soar to new record MAY your prosperity and happiness for 1930 be as endless as MAY happiness and Success attend your every effort, endeavor 

heights is the wish we extend to all our friends, patrons and the horizon and as glorious as its aspect at October sunset. an<j desire is our sincere wish to you for the New Year, 

employees. 

Cornell Shoe Hospital Hanford Produce Co. Mrs. Susie Horiskey 
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MAY 1930 make its “take off" for you with joy, soar with suc- 

cess and land with enriched prosperity is our sincere wish to 

you for every day of the New Year. 

C. E. Stout 
l_______—J 

NO aeroplane has yet attained the height or the sustained flight 
as the extent of our good wishes to you all for a Happy and 

Prosperous New Year. 

Martin’s 
Hamburger Hut 
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MAKE your own wishes; dream your own dreams; construct 

your own resolutions and formulate your own aspirations. Our 

Kindliest wish to you is that every one of them may be fully 
realized. 

Golden Hotel Barber 
Shop & Beauty Parlor 


